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With the coming of economic globalization and  the information age,the 
competition in the market has become tougher and tougher.Being the core element 
of human resource management,performance management is the essential way of 
achieving competitive excellence for the companies,which can help them realize 
their strategic goals. 
   S company is an old state-owned enterprise , built in 1990.In recent years, it has 
changed its major works from computers &accessories、electronic products、
communication equipments to low-energy LED lightings.Under the competitive 
environment of homegenety and price wars,the change of main works puts forward 
a higher requirement on the company’s performance .This article takes the 
performance management system of S company headquarter as the main object of 
study . Based on the performance management theories, the thesis starts from 
building up stategic mission of the company ,then analyses the problems on the 
performance management system and finally finds the effective way of solving 
problems and sets up a new system . 
   The new perfomance management system is designed with the link of 
performance planning,coaching and communicating，assessment，incentive and 
improvement,thus has a practical guiding significants to the company. 
   The article is composed of five parts: Chapter one introduces the background of 
the research;chapter two reviews the relevant theories in detail;chapter three 
analyses the problems on performance management system of the company 
headquarter;chapter four develops countermeasures to promote the company’s 
performance management system;chapter five is about the guarantee measures of 
the improved performance management system;chapter six is the contributions and 
the shortcomings of the article. 
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